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On January 5 - 6, 2023, researchers from Learning the Earth with AI & Physics
(LEAP), an NSF-funded Science and Technology Center (STC), presented the first
annual Train-the-Trainer Bootcamp on Climate Data Science. The Bootcamp was
overseen by LEAP’s education team and Tian Zheng, Professor and Chair of
Statistics and LEAP’s Director of Education, and was hosted at the Smith Learning
Center at Columbia University’s Teachers College. This two-day immersive,
hands-on educational workshop fostered convergence of climate science and data
science, promoted vertically integrated research and education, and helped
cultivate a broad, multi-disciplinary LEAP research and learning community.
Instruction was provided by Ryan Abernathey, Associate Professor of Earth &
Environmental Studies at Columbia University and LEAP’s Director of Data &
Computation; Pierre Gentine, Professor of Earth and Environmental Engineering at
Columbia University and LEAP’s Director; and Julius Busecke, Assistant Research
Scientist at Columbia University’s Climate Data Science Lab and LEAP’s Manager of
Data & Computing.

Abernathey described LEAP’s
goal to create, define, and train
people in a new discipline,
Climate Data Science: “This
workshop is really focused on
the data itself, the tools we use
to work with that data, and the
methods we’re using within
LEAP.” He, Gentine, and
Busecke led attendees through
basic and next-level lessons on



Climate Data Science in the cloud using Python tools. They prioritized collaboration,
and aimed to prepare attendees for Machine Learning-enabled climate research, as
well as more intensive, research-oriented workshops in the future. “My main
motivation is always making more people into climate scientists - at least, amateur
climate scientists,” stated Busecke. “The essence of open-source, open-community
is to [share knowledge] and get to data quickly so that you can actually really do
the science.”

Accordingly, the Bootcamp
audience was introduced to
Xarray, a Python package
designed to offer a more
intuitive, efficient, and accurate
experience when working with
labeled multi-dimensional
arrays. “Xarray is particularly
well-suited to working with
climate data,” described
Abernathey. “[It] solves the
problem of ‘How do we

organize these large, complex datasets within our computer code, and how do we
efficiently do calculations with it?’ Many scientists find Xarray really intuitive and
easy to use. The result is that people can do pretty advanced things pretty easily,
and they can move more quickly from idea to actual results.”

Group-oriented lab and team-hacking sessions throughout the two days of the
Bootcamp helped participants acclimate to using Xarray to explore open-access
climate datasets, calculate common climate statistics and diagnostics of variability
and change, and perform open science in the cloud. “We’ve pretty much shown
that, in a day, you can get people the data, and they can actually develop a
hypothesis and go to the pure science,” noted Busecke.



Bootcamp participants agreed. Yoni Nachmany, a former R&D engineer at The New
York Times, had not yet encountered Xarray in his work but came to understand
why labeled variables are useful for working with multi-variable datasets and the
benefits of storing meta-data in Xarray datasets: “I enjoyed being able to actually
engage with climate phenomenon like El Niño, and produce output visualizations
that reflect something that would show up on an official site.” Arnab Kar, a Machine
Learning specialist in the Finance & Operations department at Saks Fifth Ave., was
impressed by the variety of disciplines collaborating within LEAP: “I was blown away
by the ease of the tools introduced.”

Candace Agonafir is a postdoc research
scientist working with Tian Zheng,
Professor and Chair of Statistics at
Columbia University and LEAP’s Chief
Convergence Officer / Director of
Education. She also interacted with Xarray
for the first time at the Bootcamp and
found it useful. “I appreciate the
opportunity to stay calibrated and stay
fresh; there’s always something innovative
– ways to improve a model or
methodologies to advance toward an
objective,” she observed.

Her thoughts resonate LEAP’s philosophy,
enthusiastically expressed by Busecke:

“We need everyone from different disciplines, different backgrounds – that’s our
future. The planet basically depends on getting the most out of this amazing
amount of data. These model datasets are beautiful, and more people should look
at them. They need to be explored more, and I hope what we’re doing here is
enabling that.”

Click here for more information
about LEAP’s education programs
and upcoming events.

https://leap.columbia.edu/education/
https://leap.columbia.edu/events/

